The DFKI conducts application-oriented basic research in the field of artificial intelligence and other related subfields of computer science . The overall goal is to construct systems with technical knowledge and common sense which -by using AI methods -implement a problem solution for a selected application area. Currently, there are the following research areas at the DFKI: o Intelligent Engineering Systems o Intelligent User Interfaces o Intelligent Communication Networks o Intelligent Cooperative Systems.
The DFKI conducts application-oriented basic research in the field of artificial intelligence and other related subfields of computer science . The overall goal is to construct systems with technical knowledge and common sense which -by using AI methods -implement a problem solution for a selected application area. Currently, there are the following research areas at the DFKI: The DFKI strives at making its research results available to the scientific community. There exist many contacts to domestic and foreign research institutions, both in academy and industry. The DFKI hosts technology transfer workshops for shareholders and other interested groups in order to inform about the current state of research.
From its beginning, the DFKI has provided an attractive working environment for AI researchers from Germany and from all over the world . The goal is to have a staff of about 100 researchers at the end of the building-up phase .
Introduction
The family of terminological knowledge representation (T R) languages [6, 5, 10] originated wit h Brachman's K L-ONE [7] . In these languages the taxonomic and conceptual knowledge of a particular problem domain can be represented by so called concepts and roles. Concepts can be viewed as unary predicates and roles as binary predicates. Concepts are constructed from already defined concepts and roles by concept forming operators such as conjunction (n), disjunction (U), and two operators for a restricted form of quantification over role fillers, called exists-in restriction (3) , and valuerestriction (\I). For instance the concept Woman , "humans who are female", could be defined as Huma n n Female or the concept Mother as Woma n n 3child.Hum an.
A major advantage of TR in the style of KL-ONE compared to frames and semantic networks is the precise Tarsky-style semantics, which Can be defined (in most cases) by a mapping into first-order logic. 1 The restricted expressiveness of these formalisms allows algorithms that decide in finite time some interesting problems related to concept definitions (T-box reasoning) and instantiations of concepts and roles (A-box reasoning). These reasoning services are the means to analyze and to check the definitions for plausibility. An example of a T-box reasoning service is subsumption.
A concept A is said to subsume another concept B, if B implies A as a logical formula. For example one would expect that in this partial ordering (commonly referred to as t he subsumption hierarchy) the concept Wom a n is above or more general than the concept Mother. If not, this indicates that there is something wrong with the concept definitions.
For a real application it is necessary (because of the restricted expressiveness) and suitable (for adequate knowledge representation) to combine a terminological formalism with other languages covering different knowledge classes. There are a lot of proposals how this combinations should look like, varying from systems where the concepts are used as sorts in a first-order system (full theorem prover or Horn logic) to demon architectures with attached procedures.
The theory of PID has been developed by Lars-Hallnas [9] and is the
The Terminologica.l Formalism basis for the GCLA II system [2] . A main design goal in this approach is the strict separation of logic and control which is also a design goal for Logi c Programming (Robert A. Kowalski) .
" Algorithm = Logic + Control"
But in Prolog programs this principle is often violated: Control primitives are mixed into Horn clauses thereby violating this principle. Therefore, GCLA II provides two languages:
1. An object-level language for the logic
A meta-level language for control
If the syntax of the object-level is restricted to Horn logic and the appropriate control is specified, the pure Horn logic kernel of Prolog is obtained. The ideal balance between expressive power and efficiency in both the object and the meta-level language is still subject of research. In this paper it is shown how TR formalism with their well understood decision procedures can be embedded in PID. This is an interesting exerci se contributing to the mentioned research topics. More precisely, specifying the control for the terminating, logically sound and complete reasoning algorithms (i.e. decision procedures) of TR in a system based on PID will lead to a better understanding of control in this kind of systems. The quantification in the TR language maps to an infinite definition in the formalism of PID . To get a finite one, variables and a restricted form of quantification is introduced.
Thus, a subclass of PID is obtained for which explicit quantification inclusive control can be handled.
Since several other programming paradigms, such as object oriented programming and functional programming, have already been embedded in GCLA II [2] , a flexible environment is obtained in which combinations of TR reasoning with these paradigms (and Horn logic) can be investigated .
The Terminological Formalism
This Section continues the introduction to TR and defines formally a TR formalism, called ALe [11] . ________________________________________________________ 5 As already mentioned, terminological systems usually split in two parts, called A-box (box for assertional knowledge) and T-box (box for terminological knowledge). The concepts defined in the T-box can be viewed as the natural laws of the applicat ion domain. Thus T-box reasoning is reasoning about the natural laws independent of a specific case. Whereas the knowledge items of the A-box correspond to specific cases (observations) in the world that instantiate the natural laws.
A T-box usually consists of a set of concept definitions C = t where C is the newly introduced concept name and t is a concept term constructed from primitive (i.e. not further defined) concepts, already defined concepts, and primitive roles using concept forming operators . The semantics is obtained by mapping the concept terms to first-order formulas.
Definition 2.1 (terminology) There are two finite alphabets C and R for concept names and role names respectively. Every concept name is a concept term. If sand t are concept terms and r is a role name then the following expressions a1'e concept terms:
:3r.s (exists-in restriction), Vr.s (value restriction)
The family of mappings <Px, indexed by variables, from concept terms into formulas of first-order logic provides a precise model-theoretic semantics. Let C denote a concept name, r a role name, s ,t concept terms, and x a variable.
Then the <Px are inductively defined as follows: A concept definition C = t is mapped to \Ix : ('l/l x C ¢:} 'l/Jxt) and a set of concept definitions is called a termi nology. 0 The following is a terminology on families. An interesting service provided by TR systems is subsumption. A concept term s subsumes a. concept t iff \Ix : (</>xt ---+ </>xs) is a theorem in the logical theory generated by the terminology. A concept t is satisfiable iff </ >xt is satisfiable w.r.t. the current T-box.
For instance, in the sample terminology Parent subsumes Mother-of-only-son s, but Man does not subsume Woman nor does Woman subsume Man . In this example, all concepts, but Both , are satisfiable.
For each concept term t we ca.n obtain a new concept term logically equivalent to t w.r.t. the involved concept definitions by iteratively unfolding concept names to their definitions. This new term contains only primitive concepts and roles. For example, by iteratively unfolding Mother-of-only-so ns we obtain Human n 3child .Human n Human n --Male n \lchild.Male Note that none of the remaining concepts appears in the above terminology on a left hand side of a definition. To ease the presentation, without losing generali ty, in the remainder only concept terms are considered that are constructed by the operators from primitive roles and concepts, and do not contain defined concept names. __________________________________________________________ 7 Reasoning about a certain family in the example corresponds to assertional reasoning. An A -box (assertional box) is a finite collection of assertional axioms each of which is of one of the following forms:
where i and j are individual names from an infinite alphabet I, r E n is a role name, and t is a concept term . Assertional axioms map as follows to first-order formulas:
For the interpretation of the individual names the unique-name assumption (UN A) is adopted, i.e.: For all interpretations M and all names i,
An A-box is consistent if it is consistent as a set of logical axiorris. An individual i is a member of a concept (term) t, if <Pit is a logical consequence of the current A-box (as set of logical axioms).
An algorithm that can be used to build decision procedures for subsumption, satisfiability, member ship and consistency is introduced in [11] . The idea of this algorithm (which is actually a consistency test for an A-box, performed by a specialized tableaux calculus) has been applied to various other concept languages and has been the first sound and complete algorithm for a non-trivial concept language.
TR and Infinite Partial Inductive Definitions
In the formalism of PID [9] , a query takes the form of a sequent:
It is answered with respect to a set of definitions 3 D. A possible intuition behind this is that the definitions correspond to the natural laws of the world, that the r represents observations in the world, and that the C is a 31[ the definition D is clear from the context, one just writes r I-D C.
____________ 3 TR a.nd Infinite Pa,rtia.i Indllctive Definitions
condition which should be deduced from the observations using the natural laws D . This is analogue to the concept languages as the following This correspondence together with the reasoning algorithms for ALe introduced in [1l] is the basis of embedding TR in PID. As a next step the infinite formalism of PI D without variab les is defined more formally (Subsection 3.1) before an embedding of TR in this formalism is shown (Subsection 3.2) .
Infinite PID
Let U be an universe of atoms including the special atoms falsity 1. and truth T. Then conditions can be inductively defined as follows: Every atom a E U is a condition. If Ck, k E J(, are conditions then the vector (Ck)kEK is a condition. If C and D are conditions then the conditional C -+ D is a condition.
A definition is a fam ily of equations ak = A k . The completion D of a definition 1) given by {ak = AdkEK is 1)
The definiens 1)( a) of an atom a with respect to a definition 1) is the set
We are now ready to define the condition relation fon conditions that is generated by a definition 1). Let r (possibly with subscripts) denote collections of conditions and A, B, C (possibly with subscripts) denote conditions.
Then the condition relation is the smallest relation satisfying the following properties:
f, a f-C In addition, it is assumed that the left hand side of a sequent is unordered and provides implicit contraction and weakening.
A sequent f f-C can be proved using D if the sequent is in the condition relation generated by D. For a formal treatment of this theory see [9] .
Embedding
The union of the following sets is the universe UT R of atoms in the translation of TR to PID. 
for concept names q, role names r, and individuals i, j. These schemata reflect that by a terminology it is not specified in advance to which (pairs of) individuals a primitive concept (role) applies.
tr(t,i) for concept terms 8,t and individuals i. These schemata provide an infinite realization of TR in PID. The realization is sound and complete with respect to the first order-semantics of TR. The following proposition states this more precisely. To facilitate the formulation of this result a certain class of sequents and a mapping ' IjJ from this class to first-order formulas is defined.
Definition 3.1 (simple TR sequen ts) The simple TR conditions are a subclass of conditions that is inductively defined .
• Every condition of one of the following forms is a simple TR condition:
1-, T, tr(s, i), r(i,j), (r(i,j) --t tr(s,j)), and (i1iq, i) --t 1-), with i,j E I, s a concept term, and q a (primitive) concept name .
• Every vector of simple TR conditions is a simple TR condition.
Simple conditions are mapped to first order formulas according to:
UkEK ~Vk
A simple TR sequent is a sequent r f-1-, where r is a collection of simple TR conditions. 0 Please note that every A-box A can be transformed into a simple TR condition C A such that ~C A is logically equivalent to A as a set of logical formulas. In the remainder depending on the context an A-box A is viewed as a set of assertional axioms, as a simple TR condition, as an antecedent of a simple TR sequent, or as a set (or a conjunction) of logic' al formulas.
Proof. Only the ideas of the proof will be sketched . The interested reader is referred to [4] for a detailed proof of a similar proposition.
Assume first that r fw can be proved using DTR. It is straightforward to show by induction on the properties that if A f-1-can be proved then A is inconsistent. 4 Conversely, it is possible to show that proving the original sequent can be reduced by the use of the properties of f-to proving a set of 'completed' sequents. If at least one of these 'completed' sequents is not provable the original sequent is not provable and the antecedent of the critical 'completed' sequent resembles a model of the original A-box. 0
TR and a Finitary Calculus for PID
In order to obtain a finite calculus for the condition relation generated by the definitions DTR variables and explicit quantification are introduced.
The inductive definition of conditions with variables (X-conditions S ) is now based on atoms possibly containing variables (X-atoms): Every X-atom is an X-condition. If A and B are X-conditions then (A --t B) is an Xcondition. If Vk are X-conditions, kEf(, J( finite, then the vector (vkhEI\ is an X-condition. If C(x) is an X-condition containing a variable x then IIx : C(x) (product) and Ex : C(x) (sum) are X-conditions. An X-definition D X is a finite set of equations a = A, a an X-atom and A an X-condition. The set of X -defini ens D X (a) of an X-atom a is the set
A substitution (7 is called a-sufficient with respect to an X-definition D X iff for all substitutions 7 the set of atoms D X (a(77) equals D X (a(7)7.
The following inference rules for sequents possibly containing variables shall provide a finite calculus for the condition relation introduced in the previous section. It operates on finite collections of sequents and the lefthand sides of the sequents are considered as sets. Thus, duplications do not occur and the X-conditions are not ordered. In addition the vector-left rule is assumed to be implicit, i.e. it is applied as soon as possible. This view of sequents facilitates the formulation of the control. An inference rule Here y denotes a fresh variable not occurring elsewhere.
• 'L,-left rule: For a more detailed formulation, which is also sound in the general case, the reader is referred to [8] . Here, soundness of the formulation for the TR application for the TR application depends on two facts:
The sequents to which the D-left rule is applied is always ground.
The equations defining C(x) contain always a variable in the position where the c occurs. Similarly, the axiom rule is only applied, if c has to be unified with a variable.
. rO" f-BO" e • D-rzght rule:
r, a f-C ()(7 Here (7 is an a-sufficient substitution. If it can be assumed that a is a ground atom and that for all (c = C) E D X every free variable in C also occurs in c then the conditions A are the right-hand sides BT of the equations b = B in D X with T a most general substitution satisfying a = (bT). For a more general discussion of a-sufficient substitution see [12] .
TR reasoning systems usually provide decision procedures for their reasoning services. For the embedding this means that, after the declarative part has been mapped to the definitions, a control for the application of the inference rules has to be specified that guarantees termination while preserving completeness. In principle the control is known from research in TR.
The main problem is the value restriction . If i : Vr.s is present and r( i, j) is present, then j : s has to be derived in order to get completeness. But to get termination this should only be done once.
There seem to be at least three approaches to this control problem:
1. Introducing an additional argument position for the atoms that represent i : Vr.s is one possibility. The individuals j, for which i : Vr .s has been applied to an atom r( i, j), could then be stored in a list in this argument position. Although this approach might work, it would violate the design goal to separate the declarative aspects from the control by coding control information at the declarative "object level" . _______________________________________________________ 15 2. If the control language is expressive enough, the algorithms developed for TR could be coded directly at this level using the object level sequents just as a data structure. This would violate the principle of separating declarative aspects from control again because the definition no longer specifies the logic. In addition, this approach would make it more difficult to extend or modify TR reasoning in this framework or to integrate it closely with other formalisms embedded in PI D .
3. The third approach, which will be carried out in the remainder of this paper, tries to find a general control paradigm that applies to a larger class of languages, still provides termination, and allows of a straightforward translation of DTR to an X-definition. Although this approach probably results not in the most efficient algorithms, it preserves flexibility and is open for further efficiency enhancements.
The next step is to turn the infinite definition DTR given in the previous section into a finite one: Up to this point, the declarative part of TR reasoning has been specified using infinite P ID . This specification has then been translated into a finite calculus for PI D introducing variables and a kind of explicit quantification. It remains to specify the appropriate control for the finite calculus.
Control
In GCLA II [1] the left-hand side of a sequent is viewed as an ordered list of conditions. In contrast to this in our finite calculus for PID it is considered as a set. Consequently, no duplications of conditions are allowed. This feature is the main means to restrict the applicability of inference rules to a goal. Roughly speaking, the control will be specified such that a rule is not applicable if the newly generated conditions are already present in the left-hand side of the goal sequent . To strengthen the effect of this restriction the "left" rules of the finite calculus (arrow-left rule, TI-Ieft rule, "E.-left rule, 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 Control and D-Ieft rule) have been designed such that they preserve the condition to which they have been applied.
For example assume that the presence of a cond ition al in an antecedent inhibits the application of the D-Ieft rule to an atom that would generate the conditional a second time. Since the arrow-left rule has been designed such that it reproduces the conditional it is applied to, the D-left rule will still be inhibited if the arrow-left rule has been applied to the conditional.
For example consider the definition D = {a = B -t C} and the following derivation step :
The D-Ieft rule is still not applicable to a. Subsection 5.1 shows in more detail how this principal strategy, which will be referred to as the non-duplication strategy, works for simple TR sequents r f-J.... Subsection 5.2 discusses how subsumption and member-ship queries can be answered using the embedding.
Non-duplication Strategy
Recall that the vector-left rule is assumed to be implicit in the sequents.
For a condition C and a set of condit ions r the phrase "C is contained in r" means that, after the vectors in C and all B E r have been sp li tt into their components, each condition coming from C is an instance of a condition coming from r.
The rules with an empty antecedent (truth rule, falsity rule, reflexivity) remain unchanged as well as the vector-right rule, and the arrow-right rule.
The IT-left rule is only applied to a sequent r, ITx : B(x) f-C if there is not already a B(y) in r, where y is a variable that does not occur elsewhere.
In our case, this means that a new condition r( i, y) -t tr( s, y) is only generated from ITx: (r(i,x) -t tr (s,x) ) if there is no other
The E-left rule is treated similar to the IT-left rule: It is only applied to a sequent r, (Ex: B(x) ) f-C if there is not already an B(c) in r, with c any term.
Non -duplication Strategy __________________ 17
What happens when the arrow-left rule is applied to a sequent r, (A -t B) f-C? There are two possibilities to deal with these potential loops:
• The first possibility is to apply the arrow-left rule only iff both generated sequents are new . But, in the above situation the arrow-left rule would then again be applicable as soon as any other rule has been applied . Thus the ru~e could be applied very frequently without a real progress .
• The idea of the second approach is to delay the application of the arrowleft rule until A can be proved very easily from r. Here "easily" means that a very restrictive proof strategy is sufficient to find a proof. An example of a very restrictive strategy, which would be sufficient for the arrow conditions occurring in simple TR sequents, is the strategy which just tries to apply the reflexivity rule.
If the meta-level is a formalism based on P ID and the structure of a proof is represented by so called proof terms as in [1, 2] then this proviso could be formulated as a meta-level condition as follows:
reflexivity(S) -t (r f-r(i,y)) or more generally proof term -t (r f-C)
Here reflexivity(S) is used to express that reflexivity is the first (and only) rule to be used.
According to the non-duplication paradigm the rule is also not applied if B is already present in r.
It remains to consider the D-rules. To avoid obvious loops the D-right rule is not applied when the involved equation is of the form a = a and the related mgu is just a renaming w.r.t. the variables of the current sequent(s).
In our case this means that equations of the form r( x, y) = r( x, y) and tr(q,y) = tr(q,y) are not used together with the D-right rule.
The D-left rule is restricted in a similar way. If this rule is applied to a sequent r,a f-C, the new goal sequents are fa,aa,Aa f-Ca where A E D X (aa) and a denotes an a-sufficient substitution. If one of the X-conditions A is already contained in r and a is just a renaming w.r.t. r, a, C then to find a proof for the sequent with this A is as hard as to find a proof for the original goal sequent. Consequently, it is reasonable not to apply the rule as the non-duplication paradigm suggests.
In our case this means that equations of the form 1'(X, y) = 1'(X, y) and tr(q,y) = tr(q,y) are not used together with the D-Ieft rule, either.
As a consequence of the restriction of D-rules a.n equation a = a can be used to declare that the ground instances of the X-atom a have an unknown truth value as far as the natural-laws D are concerned. Speaking more operationally, instances of an X-atom a are declared not to be subject to the D-rules by an equation a = a in D.
With the control specified above the proof search for a simple TR sequent r f-J.. terminates always. But a further efficiency enhancement is possible, without losing completeness.
Since it has been assumed that simple TR sequents are always ground, the effects of the application of one of the "left rules" to a condition is completely local such that the ordering in which they are applied does not matter. Hence, it is sufficient to proceed as follows:
2. Try to find the left-most condition to which the restricted versions of the falsity, the D-Ieft, the arrow-left, the E-Ieft, or the IT-left rule is applicable and commit the proof search to this application. I.e. it is not necessary to reconsider another possibility at this point when backtracking takes place. To express this in a control language requires something like an "if-then-else" or a Prolog-like cut or a meta-meta language (if a restricted PID formalism is used as the meta-level as suggested in the already mentioned [2, 1]).
Reasoning Services _____________________ 19
The effect of this strategy is illustrated in the following small example. Consider the definition and the sequent aI, a2 f-c. Without the above restriction one would first apply the D-Ieft rule to al and then to a2. If backtracking takes place, the next attempt would be to apply the D-Ieft rule to a2 and then to al' With the above strategy only the former attempt would be made. This is sufficient, if the effect of the D-Ieft rule is "context free".
Reasoning Services
The reader might wonder why only ~ is allowed in the right hand side of a simple TR sequent and how subsumption or member-ship queries could be answered using the realization of TR in this paper. Consider for exarriple the concept terms Human and Tall U -, Tall where Human and Tall are (primitive) concept names. Although, the latter term corresponds to a logical tautology, it is not possible to find a proof for the sequent tr(Human, Bill) f-tr(Tall U -, Tall , Bill ).
Hence, the condition relation is not complete for all sequents over U TR w.r.t. the classical semantics of TR. The condition relation (or the finite calculus of it) can only be used to check the consistency of an A-box, coded in the antecedent of a simple TR sequent r f--~.
The explicit disjunction in the above sequent seems to be the main reason for the problem with the above sequent. But there are similar, less obvious problems which will be illustrated with the member-ship test. Consider the following query6, which is first presented in English:
Mary has a child together with her son Odipus, this child has a daughter, called Jane. Does Mary have a son that has a daughter?
The answer is yes (?!) since the anonymous child of Mary and Odipus IS 6The idea of this example is due to M. Lenzerini and has been pointed out to the author by F. Baader. 
Conclusions
The embedding of TR in the (infinite) theory of PID shows that :sound and complete reasoning using PID is possible for a restricted class of sequents that have a semantics based on classical first-order logic and includes a restricted form of universal and existential quantification. Introducing variables and the operators ~,II leads to a finite calculus for PID which has been further specialized to a decision procedure for TR using the non-duplication paradigm to specify control. Finally, the examples in Subsection 5.2 illustrate the limits of a constructive formalism, such as PID, if it is used to reason about definitions with classical first-order semantics. During control specification the demand for the following features of the meta-level formalism showed up:
• The meta-level should provide a means to avoid redundant conditions such as a predicate to test whether one condition is an instance of another.
• The meta-level should have the ability to reason about the success or failure of (a part) of a proof (similar to Kowalski's demo predicate).
• The meta-level should have the ability to commit further proof search to a particular choice.
It may also be a good idea to provide efficient data structures in an implementation that allows both to consider the antecedent as a set or as an ordered sequence. The former would support the non-duplication paradigm whereas the latter is convenient to specify left to right search. An implementation of TR in GCLA II along the lines of this paper has been carried out by Martin Aronsson, Per Kreuger and the author.
